
 

Kindergarten Program of Studies 

 

English Language Arts 

English Language Arts instruction is provided through the utilization of research-based instructional 

routines that address the foundational skills of phonological awareness, phonics and word recognition, 

and fluency; understanding and language through comprehension, vocabulary, and conventions; and 

writing through learning to write and writing to learn through narrative, informative, and opinion 

passages. These components of reading occur during 120 minutes of core literacy instruction. At the 

kindergarten level, students utilize the Journeys reading program, novel units, and Institute for Learning 

(IFL) anchor units as they learn skills and concepts related to reading literature and informational text. 

Journeys Reading https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/ePC/start.do 

Math 

Math instruction is provided through the Investigations program which supports students in making sense 

of mathematics as they become mathematical thinkers. There is an emphasis on reasoning about 

mathematical ideas as students develop a strong conceptual foundation. At the kindergarten level, units of 

instruction address whole number operations, measurement, patterns and function, geometry, and data 

analysis as students engage in lessons that build upon each other. The use of a math workshop allows 

students to work in collaborative groups as they as they compare methods and results and share 

conclusions. Math Investigations https://www.pearsonrealize.com/#/ 

Science 

Instruction focuses on the properties of trees and leaves as students use drawings and oral language to 

describe observations. Through the study of the life science strand, students observe trees throughout the 

year to identify the changes that come with the different seasons, compare leaf shapes to geometric 

shapes, and plant and care for a tree. 

Social Studies 

Instruction includes the strands of civics and government, economics, geography and history. Skills and 

concepts addressed in these categories include respecting others, rules and laws, community 

helpers/occupations, voting and elections, wants and needs, maps and globes, calendar concepts, holidays, 

and famous Americans. 

Art 

Students will have the opportunity to develop a comprehensive art background through academic study 

and active participation. Emphasis is placed upon developing concepts and production 

skills, creativity, informed criticism techniques, aesthetic perception and response, original thinking, 

problem-solving strategies, and an appreciation of historical and cultural contexts. 

https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/ePC/start.do
https://www.pearsonrealize.com/#/


Music 

General music provides students with the opportunity to develop a comprehensive musical background 

through academic study and active participation. Emphasis is placed upon developing performance skills, 

creativity, musical concepts, informed listening skills, aesthetic perception and response, and an 

appreciation of historical and cultural contexts. 

Physical Education 

This course focuses on the benefits associated with regular participation in physical activity. It is designed 

to meet the needs of all students regardless of skill level. It assists the students in understanding how 

physical activity provides the opportunity for enjoyment and self-expression as well as allowing them to 

respect the role that regular physical activity plays in the pursuit of life-long health and well-being. Units 

include manipulative skills, soccer, fitness, spatial awareness, and concepts of movement. 

 


